
Countable & Uncountable nouns
Write C for countable and U for uncountable

1. sugar   _____
2. coin_____
3. clothing_____
4. food_____
5. river_____
6. city_____
7. bicycle  _____
8. fruit_____
9. bottle_____
10.  furniture _____
11.  jewelry_____
12.  notebook_____
13.  candy_____
14.  junk_____
15.  mail_____
16.  page_____
17.  makeup_____
18.  hammer_____
19. cash_____
20.  traffic _____

21.  nail _____
22.  suitcase_____
23. ice_____
24. sandwich_____
25. juice_____
26. meat_____
27. doctor_____
28. gold_____
29. glass_____
30. bush_____
31. air_____
32. tree_____
33. information_____
34.  eraser_____
35.  hair_____
36. word____
37. smoke____
38. ruler_____
39. advice _____
40. pen_____



Countable & Uncountable nouns
Use many for countable nouns and much for uncountable nouns.

1. How________ chocolate bars did you buy? 

2. How ________ money do you want? 

3. How ________ suitcases do they have? 

4. How ________ students are there? 

5. How ________  pets does he have? 

6. How ________ rice is on the table? 

7. How ________pizza do you want? 

8. How ________ bread does she want? 

9. How ________   shoes does he have? 

10. How ________sugar do we need? 

11. How ________ carrots did she buy? 

12. How ________   chicken did you eat? 

13. How ________ cookies are left over? 

14. How ________   cake do you want? 

15. How ________ hotdogs do you want?

16. How ________   glasses do you have? 



Countable & Uncountable nouns
Use a few for countable nouns and a little for uncountable nouns.

1. Do you want ______ beef?. 
2. I would like _______ potatoes. 
3. He has ______ hair 
4.  They need ______ more minutes.
5. She wants _______ cereal 
6. She cooked _______pies.
7.  We need _______ patience.
8. They have _______enemies.
9. She takes ________ milk in her coffee.

Use any in questions or negative answers. Use some positive answers.

1. Are there __________ bananas in the basket?
No, there aren’t______ bananas, but there are______  oranges.

2. Is there _____ cereal?  
No, there isn’t _____ cereal, but  there is _____ toast.

3.  Are there ______ buses coming now?  
No there aren’t _____ buses coming now, but  there are ______ 
taxis on the street.

4. Do you have ____ coins?  
No, I don’t have ____ coins, but I do have _____dollar bills.
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Countable & Uncountable nouns
Use a few for countable nouns and a little for uncountable nouns.

1. Do you want ______ beef?. 
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